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Detective

What to do 1.  Send children on a hunt for rhyming words with this center.

2.  Write the activity title on a piece of 8 1⁄2” x 11” tagboard paper (for example,

“Searching for Rhyming Pairs”). Write the directions underneath: “Place cards

on the word wall to make rhyming pairs.” Glue a detective picture to it.

3.  Find 20 pictures of rhyming objects. Enlarge, if necessary, so that they are

about 3” in size.

4.  Use scissors or a paper cutter to cut the objects to fit into the pocket charts.

5.  Laminate the title card and picture cards for durability and cut them out.

6.  Hang the pocket charts at children’s eye level and gather the children

around the charts.

7.  Insert the title card into the top pocket of the chart. Put half of the cards in

the chart, leaving empty pockets for their mates. Pass out the remaining

cards and discuss the pictures in the chart. Ask the children if anyone has

found a rhyming pair.

8.  Continue until all pairs have been made.

9.  For added fun, make a file jacket with an answer key (colored picture or scan

of completed pocket chart) on the back. Use it to store the activity and for

children to self-check their work in this center.

w Jackie Wright, Enid, OK

Sherlock’s Clues
Materials candy coins or other small treats (one for each child)

construction paper

crayons

scissors

What to do 1.  Ahead of time, hide candy coins (or small treat items). Hide one for each

child.

2.  Cut out footprints from construction paper. Place the paper footprints so

they lead to the candy.

3.  Write a clue on each small slip of paper. For example, “I’m where the books

are,” or “Look for me in the housekeeping area.”

4.  Gather the children in a group and give each child a clue to follow to find

the hidden treasure. Guide the children in following the steps or clues to the

candy.

w Lisa Chichester, Parkersburg, WV
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Treasure Hunt
Materials new classroom item

paper and marker

map of the classroom

What to do 1.  Choose a new classroom item that the children will enjoy, such as a new

animal, book, or other item.

2.  Before children arrive, hide the new item somewhere in the classroom. Write

clues on pieces of paper and place them in each area of the classroom. The

first clue should lead children to the second clue, which leads to the third

clue, and so on, until the children find the hidden item.

3.  Show the children a map of the classroom and explain that they will be

going on a treasure hunt to find a new classroom “treasure.”

4.  Begin the treasure hunt by reading the first clue, such as, “Look at the bulletin

board and what do you see? A

message written all in green!”

5.  The children go to the

message on the bulletin

board, which may read,

“Look, look, what do you

know? Five little BLOCKS all

in a row!”

6.  Children go to the block center

and see five blocks lined up. On

the blocks could be another

note that says, “Wash

a dish, one, two,

three. Find the

surprise for you and

me!” The children go

to the housekeeping

area and look in the

sink for the next clue.

7.  Continue with as many

clues as desired, until

children find the new treasure.

Related books We’re Going on a Bear Hunt by Michael Rosen

We’re Going on a Lion Hunt by David Axtell

w Kaethe Lewandowski, Centreville, VA


